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Abstract
Technology is the basic element that results in massive growth of retail sector over the years.
Retail sector in India has become fast growing and dynamic industries that face different
successful phases. Technology has bring lots of benefits for retailers and information technology
is becoming important, integral, competitive and critical tool to increase business in current
situations. Due to globalization, awareness of customers is increasing and they demand for good
and fastest quality services from competitive market. Retailer must deal with technology
handling issues and challenges in short time period if they want to retain their customers.
Retailers must select from suitable software package that can provide with maximum benefit to
customer and business. An Empirical study was conducted to understand the “Impact of
Technology on Retail Sector in India”. Retail sector in India is changing very frequently due to
innovations of technologies. There are many technologies available that help not only to
customers but also provide maximum profits to retailers.
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Introduction
Retail industry is very old and ancient sector. It was started with general community shop where
people used to buy necessary items. As Society developed and population increases, it leads to
development of cities and new advanced & innovative technologies rises. Earlier shopping was

depend on interaction of humans in retail stores but now day’s companies like Apple provided
the facility to customer to buy the product from the store without talking to anybody. Humans
are replaced by robots to check stock on the selves. Adoption of new technologies in retail sector
is possible due to IT sector specialization in retail based solutions, including updated
developments, Internet, computer system and radio frequency technologies (Jayakrishnan, 2015).
Information technologies in retail sector helps in getting information like operation information
that include shelf space, schedule, inventory, logistics, procurement etc. Customer information
consists of customers profile, activities, distribution, behavior, preferences etc. Product
information involves demand and supply of product in the market, availability, catalog,
promotion, new releases etc.
Retail sector is presently undergoing with lots of exciting development and the factors that
influences information technology in this sector includes fulfillment of customer’s expectations,
globalization, competition, inventory management, forecasting, store management and
technological revolutions. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology include RFID
Smart Labeling, Check-out Process, Overhead Reduction etc. some other technologies involves
in retail sector are Point Of Sale (POS), smart operating system, warehouse management system
(WMS), ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning, customer relationship management.
As the expectations and demand of consumers are changing, it is important for companies to
react quickly to grab revenue opportunities. Retailers are interested in getting more value from
technologies and to make sure that they spend their limited resource in best possible way to offer
customer with maximum quality experience (Shet, 2015). As a result, technologies are growing
continuously and retailers are looking for the ways to analyze technical business value and make
steadiness among effective use of technical resource (Dawan and Kar, 2011). The growth of
internet helps new format of retail sector to come forward and compelled existing retailers to
adopt model of e-tailing in retail sector.
Literature Review
Dash and Krishna (2011) explored that retail sector is changing rapidly in India. Liberalization,
changes in behavior of consumer and technology leads to transformation in Indian retail sector.
Next generation retailing has shows tremendous progress and includes high end technology,

experiment with new formats with focus on customer that enhance the loyalty among customers.
Technology is an important aspect in India for retail development. Adoption of technologies has
become the need for the retailers as it will help in rapidly expansion and more resources and time
can be saved by using technologies. Customer’s intentions and perceptions can be analyzed
easily with information systems.
Chhikara (2010) examined that on line shopping is very much popular all over the world but in
India it still take time to grow in market. Data was collected from 41 respondents from
Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai and Delhi through in depth interview. Finding of the study shows
that in India online shopping is mainly influenced by Psychographics factor, demographics
factor, Online shopping feature and policies, Security and technological factor. It was observed
that consumers with good experience of computers will easily able to adopt purchasing on
internet.
Jogendranath and Baruah (2014) found that in this globalization period many domestic as well as
international players enter in retail market. Due to stiff competition, retailers feel a need to make
changes in the strategies in terms of employee management strategies, infrastructure and
especially technology to provide customers with better quality. Study found that most of the
retailers of India had not even proper supply chain strategy and there is lack of technology
deployment while in other countries, retailers like Wal-Mart using information technologies
since 1970.
Revathy (2012) observed that as the literacy rate of consumers increases, people has started
using latest technology based products and services. Innovations in technology like credit cards,
debit cards, ATMs, phone banking is contributing a lot in retail banking growth in India.
Information technology has bring both challenges and opportunities for retailers in India. With
technology, services can be delivered throughout branch network of banks, help in getting update
on accounts, easy money transfers etc. Products and services of banks are available all times and
across whole organization due to technology.
Bhattacharya (2012) explored that retail industries are facing lots of challenges and checking on
stock and inventory inaccuracy are some of the issues that make the situation for retailers more
complicated. Technology like “Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)” is a technology that

identified automatically and is more advanced as compare to technology of barcode and above
issues can be addressed effectively by reducing manual errors. Many big retailers like Tesco,
Marks and Spencer, Wal-Mart etc has already adopted RFID and make mandatory to tag their
products with the objective to streamline the process of value chain.
Agarwal and Yadav (2015) examined that customer’s strong perceptions for e-operations has
become big step towards growth in retail industry of India. In India, E-retailing reforms start
attracting investment in technology and R&D to make extreme positive experience for
consumers. Technology has played an important part in e-retailing and satisfaction of consumers.
Due to technologies, survey of products is possible online and can be compared among different
e-portals and purchasing is also possible with technology like debit or credit card etc. The main
benefit of technology and e-retailing is to inform the customer regarding each stage of the placed
order to consumer.
Arora (2013) found that perception of consumer related to shopping is changing due to evolution
of Internet media. Retailing website is the direct store that interrelate consumers and e-retailers.
E-retailing, E-tailing, Internet retailing or electronic retailing is the model that sells products of
retailing with the help of electronic media. Retailers with internet can broaden the target market,
increase consumer relationships, enhance product line, improves cost efficiency and deliver
products with customized offers and discounts. Due to change in demographics i.e. young
generation of India, change in lifestyles and coverage of developed markets provide e-retailing
industry a boost.
Pankajakshi and Kavitha (2014) investigated that due to globalization, market has become
complex and heterogeneous and led to stiff competition. Hence the retailers or organizations that
will be able to satisfy customers can only won the competition and can take the lead. Retail
sector is witnessing a drastic change due to innovative technologies so that customers can be
satisfied.
Singh (2014) examined that retailing distribution channel is becoming more and more
technology based. Contribution of IT in present retail sector is done in many ways like inventory
management, awareness among consumers, labor saving, supervision of checkout operations.
This study concentrates on areas like Electronic and fund transfer, EDI and electronic loyalty

schemes and found that lots of information’s needed for effective functioning of present retail
business can be handled effectively with IT tools.
Venkatesh (2014) found that retailing is always considered as working is surrounded by
boundaries and mostly concerned for space and time to satisfy customers. In today’s scenario,
retailers are changing their way of dealing with customers and adopting innovative technologies
to create and maintain strong relationship with customers. Technology has become aggressive
tool in retail sector. RFID, Barcode and UPC, POS Point of sale (POS) or Checkout, Portable
Data Terminals (PDT) and Hand Held Computers, Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS), Kiosk
Technology, Store Traffic Counters and Surveillance & Security are some of the technologies
used in retailing sector.
Sikri and Wadhwa (2012) explored that retail industry is growing day by day. Starting with
unorganized corner shop, then new shopping malls introduced and later supermarkets and hyper
markets retailing has seen various phases and is still growing with innovations of new
technologies in this sector. Improvement is happening in this sector continuously including
distribution channel, supply chain, beck end operations or technology etc. This study found that
Global retailers like Tesco, Wal-Mart, Casino, Carrefour etc have already adopted latest
technologies to satisfy customers.
Pandey and Rai (2014) investigated that to attract and maintain maximum customers, retailer
must modify their strategies. Retailer must possess strong vision for customer’s desire
experience, operating model that can adjust changes of retail environment, knowledge to support
the vision with the help of new digital solutions and E-technologies like RFID, Point of sale
(POS).
Objectives
1. To know the Impact of Technology on Retail Sector in India
2. To know recent perspectives and future trends of Technology in Retail Sector.
Methodology
Present study is exploratory in nature. A survey method was used to collect the primary data
from the respondents, for which a structured questionnaire was developed and used to validate

the hypothesis of this study. A sample of 165 respondents has been considered. The sampling
method was purposive sampling. Mean and t-test was applied to find out appropriate results of
the study.
Findings of the Study
Table 1 shows that number of Male respondents are 58.78% and female respondents are 41.21%,
respondents. With reference to No. of years of experience of respondents, 0 to 5 years were
35.76%, 5 to 10 years were 40.60%, and 10 years and above were 23.64%. Regarding Age,
Below 20 years were 20.61%, 21-45 years were 53.33%, and Above 45 years were 26.06%
Table1 Demographic profile of the respondents
Variables

Number of respondents

%age

Male

97

58.78%

Female

68

41.21%

Total

165

100%

0 to 5 years

59

35.76%

5 to 10 years

67

40.60%

10 years and above

39

23.64%

Total

165

100%

Below 20 years

34

20.61%

21-45 years

88

53.33%

Above 45 years

43

26.06%

165

100%

Gender

No. of years of experience

Age

Total

Table 2 Impact of Technology on Retail Sector in India
Sr. No.

Statements

Mean
Score
4.39

1.

Technology help in improving satisfaction of customer

2.

Inventory management can be controlled with technologies

4.13

3.

3.65

4.

Retailers are able to work efficiently in stiff competition due to
technologies
Forecasting improves with the help of technologies in retail sector

5.

Customer and retailer relationship improves with technologies

4.24

6.

Cost for retailers deceases due to technologies

3.71

4.33

Table 2 shows the Mean value for the statements with reference to the “Impact of Technology on
Retail Sector in India.” The highest mean value was observed for the statement that “Technology
help in improving satisfaction of customer” the mean value is 4.39 followed by “Forecasting
improves with the help of technologies in retail sector” with a mean value of 4.33 and “Customer
and retailer relationship improves with technologies” with a mean value of 4.24. The statement
“Inventory management can be controlled with technologies” also got a good mean value of
4.13. Two statements showed a mean value of much below 4, and the statements are “Cost for
retailers deceases due to technologies” and “Retailers are able to work efficiently in stiff
competition due to technologies” having the mean value of 3.71 and 3.65 respectively.
Table 3 Impact of Technology on Retail Sector in India
Sr.
No.
1.

Technology help in improving satisfaction of customer

2.

Inventory management can be controlled with technologies

3.

Retailers are able to work efficiently in stiff competition due
to technologies
Forecasting improves with the help of technologies in retail
sector
Customer and retailer relationship improves with
technologies
Cost for retailers deceases due to technologies

4.
5.
6.

Statements

t
Value

DF

Sig

11.634

164

0.000

7.745

164

0.000

1.798

164

0.037

8.499

164

0.000

7.952

164

0.000

2.545

164

0.006

Table 3 shows that all the above statements with reference to the Impact of Technology on
Retail Sector in India are found to be significant, as the t-value for all the statements are
positive and significance value is less than 0.05.
Conclusion
Retail sector has faced tremendous changes from the past few decades. The Journey of retail
sectors started from Kirana stores and now it is turning to e-portal experience. Technology has
provided extra flavour to consumer experience with strategic orientation. Aim of technologies in
retail sector is to not only enhance the efficiency of retail operations in different areas but also
improvise customer service with the help of customization and automation. Innovative and
updated technology helps retailers in scoring well in this stiff competition. Innovation in
forthcoming technologies will definitely make the experience for customer more spicing. The
role of technology and customer is always dictated in retail sector and retailers must make their
strategies accordingly.
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